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Olin StephensII – President of the S&S Association
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The 12th anniversary celebrations and AGM of the S&S association were unanimously agreed a resounding
success by all members who attended. The event was held in Helsinki, Finland and was organised by the
members of the Finnish region of the S & S association. Well over 100 delegates attended from seven
countries.
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The event commenced on the Friday evening with a reception at the Marina Congress Center immediately
opposite the Grand Marina Hotel, Katajanokka. The delegates were welcomed by Fredrik Ekstrom (Hon.
Secretary, Finland) who described the programme of events. For those able to stay on for a few days after the

AGM two alternative events had been organised: a trip to St. Petersburg or a visit to Nautor Shipyard - the
builder of the Swan series. Fredrik described details of the St. Petersburg trip as he had volunteered to
accompany the delegates on the visit. Antti Muuronen had volunteered to guide visitors to Nautor and he
described details of that visit. The president of the S & S Association, Olin J. Stephens II, responded to the
welcome address and thanked the Finnish delegates for organising such a splendid programme. On
completion of the official address the delegates got down to the business of renewing old friendships, making
new ones and swapping sailing anecdotes from the previous twelve months.
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The following morning delegates gathered outside the Grand Marina Hotel for the first event of the weekend a visit to one of the icebreakers which keep the Baltic shipping lanes open during the long winter months
when, typically the sea freezes to a depth of two meters. After a short walk through the quaint streets of
Katajanokka we arrived alongside the quay at Merikasarminlaituri where the ships were berthed.
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We were given a detailed escorted tour, from the bridge to the engine room, by friendly and knowledgeable
crew members, which gave us a fascinating insight into the capabilities and procedures of these essential
vessels. We thanked the crew with a warm round of applause and then continued on our journey of discovery.

We strolled back through the market, adjacent to the picturesque harbour, to the ferry terminal where we
boarded the Suomenlinna ferry. Suomenlinna fortress is an old naval fortress built by the Swedes in 1748 on a
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group of five islands at the entrance to Helsinki harbour in order to protect the city from Russian naval attack.
This was a role which it fulfilled with success for sixty years. Ironically it was captured by the Russian infantry
in winter by merely walking across the ice when the governor handed over the keys in betrayal.
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The fortress is now a museum and popular leisure park offering walking, picnics and - for the braveswimming off its rocky shores. Our tour commenced in the museum with an interesting audiovisual
presentation of the history of the fortress. We were then ushered to the Restaurant Chapman for a delicious
lunch of seafood chowder and Finnish pastries. On completion of lunch we were introduced to our attractive
guide who escorted us around the fortress and described its history, development and main personalities. This
was briefly interrupted at one point by a colourful wedding procession led by a girl bagpiper. A sight one
would normally associate with Scotland rather than Finland!
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Following the guided tour we sat with a beer and enjoyed the glorious views in the afternoon sunshine - in a
balmy temperature of 22 C - and then caught the ferry back to Helsinki to prepare for the AGM dinner.
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The dinner was held at the Katajanokka Casino Restaurant on the north shore of the peninsula. This is reputed
to be one of the best restaurants in Helsinki and so it proved. Following dinner we enjoyed the presentation
speeches. The guest of honour was Eino Antinoja, an Associate Member of the association and an old boat
building associate of Olin. In the 1960's Eino had built a larger version of Finisterre and also another famous
yacht - Firebrand. He had also pioneered innovations in GRP hulls in Finland and had a reputation as a
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discriminating and first class yacht builder. He was elected as an Honorary Life Member of the S & S
Association - well deserved honour reflecting the long association of Finnish boat builders with S & S Inc..
The prize for consistent racing success over the last twelve months went to an Australian member Mike Finn
with his boat Huckleberry With the speeches and presentations over, dinner concluded with coffee and liquors
and relaxed discussion between the delegates. Guests were then reminded that a quay party had been organised
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for delegates to view the boats of some of the Finnish and Swedish delegates at the visitor’s quay adjacent to
the casino. Jean and I were invited aboard Adelphe, the beautiful boat of Antti and his charming wife Eija
Muuronen, where we were entertained until the early hours.

The next day, Sunday, we strolled round the harbour to the ferry point adjacent Valkosaari Island which was the
venue for the AGM at the historic Nylandska Jaktklubben (NJK) Pavilion, one of the oldest sailing clubs in
Finland founded in 1861. This was a magnificent setting for the AGM as the clubhouse contained a plethora

of nautical articles including a very fine collection of half sectioned model yachts mounted in picture frames.
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The meeting was opened by Fredrik Ekstrom who welcomed the delegates and passed over to Rob Snoeks to
run through the agenda of business. Minutes of the AGM will be published separately. Upon conclusion of the
AGM business the delegates retired to the club restaurant for a splendid lunch overlooking the harbour.
Following lunch the delegates returned to the committee room for a special event.
The Finnish committee had arranged for Pekka Barck an author, publisher and student of Finnish sailing to
attend the event. Pekka gave a fascinating sixty minute slide presentation on the history of Finnish sailing. This
generated a lively discussion with Olin who was surprised to learn that the Marconi rig had been used in
Finland in 1928, four years prior to its adoption in the U.S.A
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With the presentation complete delegates later gathered in the club marina to admire the boats of some of the
Finnish and Swedish delegates which had been brought over from Katajanokka visitor's quay for the AGM.
Delegates were invited aboard the Finnish yachts for a sail back to their home ports.
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Along with sixteen other guests I joined Fredrik Ekstrom's magnificent yacht Carly III. This had recently been
modified with a taller mast and additional compensating weight in the keel. The boat sailed gracefully at about
4 knots on a broad reach as we left the harbour in light airs. But as we entered more open water and headed
into wind on a close reach she accelerated rapidly up to 8 knots. The journey back to Carly's home port
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took about three hours sailing through spectacular scenery in placid waterways interspaced with attractive
wooded islands dotted here and there with summer cottages and their requisite saunas. This was truly a
wonderfully relaxing end to a marvelous AGM weekend which all on board appreciated.
We returned to the Grand marina Hotel in Katajanokka by taxi having arranged to meet Fredrik and his
charming wife Leena at the Olympic Terminal, Helsinki South Harbour at 6:00 p.m. the following day to
board the Silja Opera for our overnight cruise to St. Petersburg. Approximately 20 delegates had opted to take
this trip rather than visit Nautor. The decision had been a difficult one but the opportunity of a first visit to
Russia was irresistible.

We enjoyed a spectacular evening cruise through the Finnish archipelago into the Baltic Sea, sightseeing the
shores until late into the evening. Dinner on board was very special, not only for the delicious crayfish, but
because Fredrik had reserved tables for us at the rear of the dining salon overlooking the ship's stern through
large glass picture windows so that we had spectacular views while we ate. After dinner we adjourned to the
bar for a nightcap and a chat and to confirm the schedule for the next day in St. Petersburg.
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After a hearty breakfast we mustered our crew at the ships' information desk and disembarked Silja Opera in a
mood of excited anticipation. We were welcomed through immigration by a Russian band that performed a
very plausible rendition of Kenny Ball's popular hit - Midnight in Moscow! Our passage through immigration
control went very smoothly until Jim Koss, a U.S. delegate, handed over his passport. After scanning his details
the official made several calls to higher authority. After a few undecipherable discussions between the official
and her phone Jim was waived through. To those that know Jim, they will understand when I say I believe the
immigration official was convinced that Rasputin had reincarnated himself especially for the S & S tour!
Once we were safely through immigration we were met by our Russian guide and coach and the tour began.
After a short but traffic congested trip through the streets of St. Petersburg we arrived at the Winter palace
which houses the Hermitage art collection. It is difficult to describe the sheer magnificence of the palace as a
work of art in itself. The addition of the art collection to this wonderful setting is breathtaking. Equally
amazing is that it survived the revolution virtually intact. For me the most poignant historical feature was the
mantle clock in one of the small staterooms which had been set at 2:10 p.m. the time that the Bolsheviks
entered the chamber and arrested the Czar and Karensky. The rest as they say is history.

After a brief tour of a fraction of the exhibits (there are 2.8 million separate exhibits in the Hermitage
Museum) we departed for a splendid lunch which included Russian champagne and of course Vodka. In the
afternoon we were treated to a fascinating coach tour of the city stopping at several points to view the sights.
Sadly the time came to return to Silja Opera for the return cruise to Helsinki. It had been a most enjoyable and
memorable day. The St. Petersburg trip provided the perfect finale to a fabulous 12th anniversary celebration
of the S & S Association.
.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Finnish friends on behalf of all who attended for a
fascinating and enjoyable event in a lovely part of the world. Particular thanks go to Fredrik Ekstrom and Antti
Muuronen for their hard work and dedication in the organisation of the event. I would also like to mention
Anne Ahonen at Travel Agency Annen Matkat for her coordination of the St. Petersburg trip and for whom
nothing was too much trouble. In Britain we refer to the start of the grouse shooting season on 12th August
as ‘The Glorious Twelfth’. I think this phrase will now have another meaning for S & S members who
attended the 12th AGM in Helsinki.!

